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Abstract 
With the advancement of video and its transmission technologies, video has found its use extensively in surveillance, 
security, especially in detecting forgery. Unlike still images, video provide large amount of intra-personal variations, making face 
recognition a significant concept in the field of biometric security. Automatic face recognition is a widely used concept in 
implementing security, which is also prone to various spoof attacks. Spoof attacks accounts to reproducing a person's face using 
printed photos or by replaying a video. A large number of face recognition and spoof detection algorithms have been developed 
for still images, but those concerning videos are less in number. Face recognition from videos and related spoof detections are 
less explored. This paper deals with countering such spoof attacks in facial recognition using videos, where KSVM (K-Means 
and SVM) is used to identify the recognized images to be real or spoof.  KSVM, a combined concept of K-Means and SVM 
outperforms simple SVM. 
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1. Introduction 
The widespread use of camera technology in various surveillance systems urges the requirement for facial 
recognition from videos. The surveillance cameras and fingerprint identification technologies are also used to 
identify or authenticate individuals as legal/public safety procedures. Unlike still images, videos provide large 
amount of intra-personal variations making face recognition a significant concept. Video based facial recognition is 
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prone to spoofing attack to a greater extent than other biometric authentication/security systems. Spoofing attacks 
are easy to develop which makes countering such attacks and extracting the spoofed face, a necessity. Videos are 
susceptible to replayed video attacks where a previously recorded video is being displayed in front of a computer 
camera. 
 
Extensive researches have been done on face detection from video since it is easy to produce videos which 
can pack large amount of information. This also necessitates the need to develop anti-spoofing methods to prevent 
forgery and building robust security/safety systems.  
 
2. Related Works 
 The research contribution by Vishal M Patel et al. [18] in dictionary based face recognition under variable 
lighting and pose took a set of training samples and a dictionary learning algorithm called K-SVD algorithm , a 
generalization of K-Means, was run to learn face specific dictionaries. Approximation errors were computed for the 
test image, based on which the individual present in the image was identified. 
 Yet another contribution in video recognition was by Lior Wolf et al. [2] focusing on matched background 
similarity where a set to set similarity approach was adopted. Using this approach, both the videos were represented 
as feature vectors and locating each member of the video, its nearest neighbour in a set of background samples. 
Finally all the matched frames were aggregated into a set which was used to compare with one of the original video. 
This was performed using SVM. 
 Video based recognition on real world data by Johannes Stallkamp et al. [3] was also a notable work. Face 
images extracted by Johannes [8] from training sequences are classified by a local appearance based face 
recognition algorithm. Individual frames scores obtained from each classification are progressively combined to 
identify the real subject. 
 A spoof face detection algorithm was introduced by Keyurkumar Patel et al. [20] in which moiré pattern 
was analyzed that occurs due to the recapturing and replaying of video or photos on digital screen. 
 Another work on video spoof attack detection was using visual rhythms proposed by Allan Pinto et al. [4] 
where the content independent noise signatures of the video are analyzed to distinguish between fake and valid 
access videos. 
 Spoof detection on consumer devices to tackle the replay attacks proposed by Smith Daniel et al. [5] is also 
a major contribution in spoof attack detection. The reflections onto the screen are analysed over here and the 
sequence of screen images and their corresponding reflections digitally watermarks the video. 
 
 Another work on authentication was authenticating the face with make-up. The work was put forwarded by 
Guodong Guo et al. [19] were for a given set of images ,after extracting its features, patch selection, discriminative  
mapping, makeup selection and correlation mapping was done to recognize faces . 
 
A new algorithm called K-Means-SVM (K-SVM) by Yao Yukai et al. [7]and Wang Jiaqi et al. [9] which is 
a joint concept of K-Means and SVM is a recent development to be added up to the group of clustering algorithms 
.Here a small subset is selected from the original training set to act as the final training set. This is to sift the 
important samples with massive information. 
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3. Spoof Attacks 
The technological advancements in today’s scenario are having heavy threats from the hackers and 
attackers who mainly concentrate on the authentication spoofing. The two major type of spoof attacks are: (1) 
Printed Photo attacks and (2) Replay Video Attacks. The paper is mainly focusing on replay video attacks. 
Printed Photo Attack: In printed photo attack, the image of a person is acquired using a camera and is then 




Fig. 1. Printed Photo Attack 
Replay Video Attack: As shown in figure below (Courtesy: www.bittree.it/portfolio/92), in replay video attack, the 
recorded video of an individual is displayed to another camera for spoof attacks in authentication. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Replay Video Attack 
4. Video recognition using K-SVM 
  The paper presents the idea of identifying a video to be spoof or genuine based on the combined algorithm of 
K-SVM (K-Means and SVM) introduced by Yao Yukai et al. [7]. The advantage of using K-SVM is that it helps in 
reducing the support vectors. The framework of the proposed system presented in Fig. 3. is carried out through four 
steps. So, when we have a video to test if it is genuine or not, first the video is divided into different frames. For each 
frame the Image Distortion Analysis (IDA) features are extracted and they are compared to the samples of a spoof 
database. Based on the comparison, a ranked list is created. The ranked list is then fed as an input to a K-SVM 
algorithm. The K-Means algorithm of K-SVM clusters the data in the ranked list and the SVM then trains the 
misclassified data present in it. Finally the SVM classifier classifies the frame to be genuine or spoof. At last all such 
results of every frame are fused to get the final decision whether the video is genuine or spoof. 
The following lists the different steps: 
x Extracting the IDA features. 
x Ranking the input image or frame based on the database. 
x Running the K-SVM on the ranked list to create clusters and training the SVM. 
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x Fusing all the frame outputs and applying a majority voting method to identify the whole video to be genuine 
or spoof. 
 
   
 
 
    








Fig. 3. Framework of Proposed Method 
4.1. Extracting the IDA Features 
The input video is first divided into various frames which is similar to a set of images. Since the paper focuses 
on finding out a video to be genuine or spoof, here the IDA features of the input are extracted. The IDA features are 
those that distinguish the spoof image characteristics from the real image. As introduced by Wen et al. [6], the 
various IDA features are (1) Specular reflection, (2) Color diversity, (3) Chromatic Moment features and (4) 
Blurriness features. Out of these those concerning videos are: 
x Specular Reflections 
 This type of features are obtained when light falls on a spoof image, that is, there is certain difference 
observed in the reflections obtained when light falls on a real image and a spoof image. Robby T Tan et al. [10] 
introduced this feature. 
x Colour Diversity 
 The recaptured face images concept introduced by Chen et al. [11] show a different colour distribution 
compared to the genuine face images. Genuine images/frames have richer colours compared to spoof faces. This 
is how the colour diversity features are identified. 
x Blurriness Features 
 F Crete et al. [12] brought the concept that spoof images are often more defocussed compared to the real 
images. This is because, the spoofing medium has limited size and so the attacker tends to place the camera close 
to the medium to cover its boundaries. Finally, the image gets blurred. 
4.2. Ranking 
In order to generate a ranked list, each IDA extracted image is now compared with the database and a ranked list 
is created using Linear Discriminant Analysis, a method introduced by P. N. Belhumeur [13].The input frame and 
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frames and the images in the database. The ranked list finally contains the most similar image on top of the list, a 
concept by Himanshu Bhatt et al. [1]. 
 
TY W X   (1) 
Here Y is the subspace representation and X is the input image and W is the projection matrix. 
 
4.3. Clustering Using K-SVM 
  Finally, each frame will be having a ranked list. Hence, now for each frame the K-SVM algorithm is run. 
The goal of the algorithm is to sift the most important samples with massive information. In order to search a decision 
boundary for learning algorithm, the points close to or on the boundary of the clusters are searched. 
 The points may get to the misclassified points set if distance of one of the points is close enough to the opposite 
cluster. In the figure below, the lines represent the decision boundary and the points lying on the hyper plane are the 
support vectors or the misclassified points. 










Based on the information of the misclassified points, training and the prediction model can be designed. For this 
purpose, the neighbouring points of the misclassified points are taken into consideration. As the first step, each data 
point of the original training set are first assigned a cluster label and the true label of each data point is compared 
with the obtained cluster label. If they come out as different, then those points may lie towards the edge region of 
the two clusters. These are the misclassified points. As a second step, for each of these misclassified points their 
neighbours are selected whose true labels are different to those misclassified points  or the number of the points with 
the same label is equal to that with the different label. Those chosen neighbours are the candidate training set. 
So for a given training set ^ `1 2, ,...... nX x x x  and a label set ^ `1 2, ,...... nY y y y  and a sample^ `,i ix y , 
K-Means clustering is performed on training set and each sample in it gets a cluster label. If this cluster label is 
different from the true label, then those samples are added to the misclassified points set MIS such that, 
 ^ `i ik iMIS x y y z   (2) 
where iky   the cluster label of sample ix  with true label iy  . From MIS, N-nearest neighbors are found out. The 
selected informative samples from the set are mapped to a new training set. Finally the SVM of K-SVM technique 
produces the result as the frame to be genuine or spoof. 
4.4. Multi Frame Fusion  
Since each video is composed of several frames, all the above steps need to be carried out for all the 
frames. The outputs of all the frames now need to be fused. Various fusion techniques, by J Zhang et al. [14], and 
Ross et al. [15, 16] are available out of which majority voting technique comes out the best over here. Referred to 
the concept by Liu Nan et al. [17] the classification result from each frame will be fused by a voting technique for 
the whole video. So a face video could be classified to be genuine if 50% of the frames have a classification result to 
be genuine. 
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5. Face Spoof databases 
 Most of the spoof face recognition algorithms adopt the publicly available spoof databases. The various 
spoof databases are (1) NUAA Photograph Imposter Database, (2)Idiap REPLAY-ATTACK database,(3)CASIA 
Face Anti-spoofing Database and (4)MSU MFSD Database. 
NUAA Photo Imposter Database:  This database is mainly composed of 12614 images of genuine and attack 
samples of just 15 subjects. The database is mainly built up for printed photo attacks. 
Idiap REPLAY-ATTACK Database:  The database consists of 1300 video recordings of genuine samples and attack 
attempts of 50 subjects. This database mainly focuses printed photo attacks, displayed photo/videos on mobile 
phone's screen and those on an HD screen. 
CASIA Face Anti-spoofing Database: This database consists of 600 video recordings of genuine and 50 subjects of 
spoof samples. This database supports both printed photo attack and replayed video attack. 
MSU MFSD Database: This database consists of 440 video clips of photo and video attack samples of 55 
individuals. All the other three databases consist of images captured by web cameras or high quality digital cameras. 
This database supports images captured via mobile phones. 
6. Conclusion 
 Various face recognition approaches have been developed, but some of them are prone to various spoof 
attacks. So the paper here presents a frame work to identify a video to be genuine or spoof. The paper uses K-SVM 
technique to identify the video frame to be genuine or spoof. By using the K-SVM technique the support vectors 
needed to train the SVM get reduced i.e.; the size of the training set gets reduced and the time for establishing the 
prediction model also gets reduced. Using this method, the efficiency in finding out the spoof face is improved. 
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